Innovative Medical Products on threshold of new era of growth
that will offer customers and patients enhanced benefits
PLAINVILLE, Conn. (November 15, 2018) -- Thanks to the acceptance of doctors, nurses,
hospitals and surgical centers, Innovative Medical Products has been experiencing a period of
sustained growth with the recent expansion of its engineering facilities and the addition of the
latest high-tech machinery to improve IMP’s product development, production and quality
control.
“Innovative Medical Products has had steady growth since its inception 35 years ago, and
continuing that pattern, we are having our best year ever,” notes IMP Vice President Earl Cole.
According to Cole, IMP’s recent technology investments not only affirm IMP’s solid
commitment to manufacturing and engineering but also help manage IMP’s success by staying
ahead of the growth curve. The company’s vice president points out that IMP’s manufacturing
facility in Plainville, Connecticut, is already outfitted to add more equipment as needed.
Yet for all of its expertise in engineering and manufacturing, Cole reminds everyone that IMP is
a medical innovation company that has invented positioning solutions which have become the
gold standard in their respective surgical specialties. “We are a strong, vibrant company,” notes
Cole, “because we have produced innovative products that effectively serve a very important
medical niche and we are dominant players in that market.
“Since our beginning in 1984, IMP has pioneered many advances in orthopedic and surgical
positioning and has become a world leader in patient positioning devices. This ability to seize
opportunities, chart new courses and whole-heartedly commit our resources to serving our
customers’ needs are the secret of our success and continuous growth.”
Customers:
For more information about IMP, please contact Innovative Medical Products, 87 Spring Lane,
P.O. Box 8028, Plainville, CT 06062; phone: 860-793-0391 or toll free: 800-467-4944; or visit
www.impmedical.com.
About Innovative Medical Products
Innovative Medical Products Inc.® designs, manufactures, and brings to market patient positioning devices for
healthcare and sports related surgeries. With more than 40 years’ experience in supporting hospitals, surgery centers,
and clinics, IMP provides positioning products that stabilize and protect patients during navigated, computer assisted
and robotic surgeries. IMP devices save hospital and surgery center costs by minimizing staff, decreasing liability
and improving the overall patient experience. IMP manufactures, patents and trademarks products to Federal and
International standards for quality and safety for both the patient and the healthcare institution. For more
information, visit: www.impmedical.com
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